West Highland Way CHALLENGE Race 2019
A Competitors Tale – Louise Harrison’s story.

Introduction from the Race Organisers
In the spirit of helping others, staying true to the aims and ethos of The WHW CHALLENGE Race
and celebrating adventure, we wished to share the following tale from Louise Harrison. It was
Louise’s first attempt at a serious long distance Ultra (96 miles). Previously the furthest distance she
had achieved in an event was 50 miles. Please enjoy reading her brave and honest account of the
highs and lows she experienced whilst jogging and walking the glorious West Highland Way. Thanks
again Louise for writing and sharing your story.
Quote from Louise: “A super event. Very friendly”
Now over to Louise. Here is her race story:

West Highland Way CHALLENGE Race – May 2019

Taking on the West Highland Way had been niggling my side for some years and like most niggles, it
persisted. I came across the West Highland Way Challenge Race website, liked the ethos and
thought it sounded an ideal opportunity to ‘have a go’. I filled in my entry form but dithered for
months before sending it in. A few days passed, Jim phoned and a couple of hours later, I was
convinced I had made the right decision. In the months leading up to the event, I held a very fragile
secret hope that I could complete the full route but I never really believed that I could. I
subsequently set myself another goal instead – to get at least as far as Bridge of Orchy.

I didn’t make it to Fort William. After 25.5 hours on my feet, I was walking asleep. Here is my story if you haven’t tried this type of event before, maybe you'll find a top tip from a fellow novice!

Friday did not go to plan. I had anticipated that I would get time for a sleep during the day, however
for various reasons, woke at 7am and didn’t get a chance to get a nap at all – I was aware and
agitated to know that I could potentially be awake for 52 hours (let this be a lesson to us all –
schedule in sleep during the day on Friday). I wasn’t confident in managing much more than 33
hours, which I had done earlier in the year travelling overseas.

I arrived at the Town Hall in Milngavie and was exceptionally nervous. Nearly mute with anxiety. I

registered with support from my husband Scott, who then suggested I get some food. I was still too
nervous to approach the food table on my own so Scott came up with me. Sounds silly now, but I
really was petrified and everyone else looked so capable and fit. It was Steve, one of the event team
members, who finally broke my state of mute panic – he remembered me from other events (an
excellent memory he has) and chatted for a few minutes while I ate some delicious pasta. There was
plenty of food and drinks available pre-race. Steve turned out to be a consistent and very much
appreciated presence during my journey up the route.

So, nerves reduced somewhat (to a dull roar), I reconciled myself with the idea that I would just have
to start and see how I got on. I put my trail shoes on, briefly thought they felt a bit nippy but thought
that I had changed the insoles so all must be well and started with the other participants at one
second after midnight.

My strategy was to walk mostly and jog anything that was
either flat or downhill, which worked reasonably well, and
I would approach it again this way.

The night-time hours passed quickly, some spent on my own but the last 2-3 hours of darkness were
spent with Mark Kirke, chipping away at the miles and covering a very extensive range of topics,
from cycling to politics and of course our hopes and fears for the hours ahead. We approached the
climb to Conic Hill at dawn and Mark promised an amazing view from the top of Loch Lomond and
the dotted islands that mark the Highland Boundary fault. Mark was right. The sunrise behind us as
we climbed up Conic Hill was glorious and the best part about walking at the back of the field is that
you have the sense that you have time to take in the view and take photos! The little line of dotted
islands on Loch Lomond was indeed in sight as we crested the hill. We remarked that without this
event, we would not have been inclined to be up at this time and would never have had this
experience. It was special.

The Conic Hill descent is awesome (also technical and
difficult in the dark or early morning light). If I was
doing a short distance and less fatigued, I would have
loved to run down the path (less to put at risk in a short
distance event). As it happened, my enthusiasm got
the best of me and I started to jog, tripped, landed on
my own leg and hit my knee on a rock. It hurt but
mostly I felt like a lemon. Another top tip – if you are
not an amazing technical descender but like it, do this
descent but not when sleep deprived or when facing another 80 or so miles.

Once we were lakeside, Mark was able to jog faster and I was on my own to take in the early
morning tranquillity and beauty of the area, which is not somewhere I have seen before. This was
one of the reasons I entered the event – I had seen all of the WHW from North of Tyndrum but none
of the southern half.

I stopped at Rowardennan but only briefly to pick up a drop bag, be embarrassed by Scott ringing a
cowbell and shouting ‘Allez! Allez!’ and spray on some Smidge. The midges were fierce there and I
couldn’t take it. I was alone then until the next water station at Inversnaid. At times I wondered if I
had gone the wrong way but there were no options to have gone wrong, so I plodded on. The
lakeside trail is beautiful and technical, much more so than I had anticipated and I really enjoyed it. I
think it made the fact that I was resigned largely to walking the route easier to accept, because it is
too hard for me to run it.

At Inversnaid, I met Aaron O’Brien who I was with until Inverarnan. Aaron was a tonic and provided
many insights into how to approach life with zest. The final sections as we left the Lochside were a
relief – it had felt to be the longest loch in the world – and also offered more stunning scenery as we
looked back from the slight rise. Mark joined us for the last few miles to Inverarnan. Having a little
group made it feel very social but also helps distract from the little bouts of anxiety and pain that
creep in from time to time.

From Inverarnan I was on my own again, having wanted to keep moving to try and stay ahead of the
‘clock’. More scenic delights were encountered at Falls of Falloch and the trail was interesting
underfoot. I had started to consider the possibility that I might actually finish the event…

It was on the long high section before Auctertyre where I met another Mark (Andersen) who travels
from Denmark to participate in the event. He enjoys it so much that he has done it multiple times.
Again, Mark and I discussed a range of topics and he gave me some useful pointers, things that he
has learned from years of ultra, ultra, distance running. Mark and I travelled together off and on
until the sun started to go down on Saturday evening.

Between Tyndrum and Bridge of Orchy I hit a big old wall. I was on my own and the slight drizzle that
had been persisting for a few hours had become a real rain. I know that section of the route well but

for some reason kept thinking I was closer to Bride of
Orchy than I was. And my feet hurt. Everything hurt.
When I finally approached the station and Scott
stepped out to meet me, I cried. The loud undignified
cry of a very tired, very cold person (or child!).

Bridge of Orchy was a super checkpoint. I was provided
with food and drink, everyone was doing everything
they possibly could to get me back up and ‘running’.
There was even a chip butty! Yum. It has to be said, that at all the checkpoints and feed stations,
there was always plenty of food and drink. I am always one of the last runners to come into
checkpoints and often it is slim pickings – crumbs and fruit often tend to be the only thing left. Not
so for this event. I ate well and plentifully all day / night.

I took off my shoes – the discomfort I had initially felt when I put my shoes on had persisted and
resulted in several very large blisters. Unusual as I have not had blisters before like this (the reason
becomes clear during the following days when I am unpacking on return home). Scott and I, with
Steve looking on eagerly (always offering support and encouragement, plus chip butties!), sorted out
the blisters and an oddly elevated purple toenail, bandaged my feet up and I put on my old shoes,
clean dry socks and a full change of clothes. Warm, dry, fed and bandaged up within an inch of my
life, I was determined to go on.

The ascent out of Bridge of Orchy was pleasant enough, chatting with Mark from Denmark. He
departed at the top, wanting to run a bit. This was the last I saw of him and I saw from the results
that he did complete the event, so massive well done to him. I started to struggle as the darkness
settled in once I had passed Inveroran. I was alone, though aware that there were a couple of people
not too far behind me. Mark Kirke caught up with me and was looking strong so we both agreed he
best go on ahead.

I was trying to conquer the pain and stiffness in my legs, telling myself that my legs will do what my
mind tells them to. I tried to make my legs go faster – usually this works but I increasingly couldn’t
do it and was slowing to around 2-2.5mph. I started listing all the inspirational people in my life,
people who have faced greater challenges and survived enormous levels of emotional and physical
pain, telling myself that I didn’t hear them complaining and to get on with it. I am sure it helped on
the day but it was also lovely and special to realise just how lucky I am to know so many amazing
people.

The lack of sleep caught up with me and I was struggling to keep my balance – my walking poles
came into their own here. The road is sort of cobbled along this section and my feet were so tender,
I felt every rock as if it were poking through my shoe. Having spoken to others afterward, I
understand that this was common. We were all seeking to walk in the sandy sections along the side
of the trail wherever possible. Hopefully, with more experience and miles in our legs, our feet will

harden and this won’t be an issue??! I wanted to lie down. Anywhere. But it was raining and I kept in
mind that I should try and get to the checkpoint to be safe.

Approaching the rise up to where in daylight you would be able to look down at Glencoe, I was able
to see a really bright torchlight in the darkness and knew it was Scott come to get me. I have never
been so happy to see him (or his obscenely bright torch). I really don’t think I would have kept
walking down the hill without him – I was more inclined to lie down on a rock and was struggling to
keep my eyes open. I knew I needed sleep but if I had a rest, I would miss the next cut-off. Even
then, I knew if I stopped I would be too stiff to get my legs going again for the significant climbs
further along the route. I cried some more about how rubbish I am, how stiff and sore, how silly to
have thought I could ever do it. Crying due to a sense of failure and immense fatigue.

I was truly devastated when I came to the decision that I would need to stop at Kingshouse. What
was clear to me even then was that if I asked for it, I was confident Jim would have allowed me to
have a rest and continue on (within reason, obviously) even if that meant extending my time slightly.
I was able to make an autonomous decision about what to do, rather than being disqualified for
being slow.

I woke up early Sunday morning in the back of our van on the side of the road at Kingshouse, still
wearing running compression layers under my pj’s and started to consider what I had achieved – the
shift in my thinking continued over the days that followed, providing a more positive angle on my
effort. My friends have all pointed out that 72 miles is massive, which it is. And the route itself was
beautiful and well worth the effort. I pushed myself and found a new limit.

On Monday when I was cleaning my gear and packing things away, I saw that I had not in fact
changed the insoles in the shoes I wore for the first 60 miles and the reason my feet were so minced
was because there was less space at the toes. I think that I failed to truly register this at the
beginning because I was preoccupied with nerves. Another lesson learned – when stressed, take
extra time to notice and prepare. Check and then double check things. Especially the most basic
aspects of kit. They may be basic but they are also essential.

Jim and his team do not use DNF on the results page and indeed, advertise the event as one to come
and challenge yourself to get as far up the route as possible, pushing individual PB’s rather than
celebrating only those who ‘finish’ (those who do finish are demi-gods and deserve to be
worshipped). The event team truly deliver on the ethos advertised for this event in the way they
show support and congratulations to all – I experienced warmth and sincere commendation for what
I had managed. I was not made to feel as if the volunteers were wasting their time being out there
waiting for me, only for me not to finish. The event attracts the right kind of competitor and the
right kind of event team. I most certainly would not have gotten as far as I did under the cut off
times used in other events.

It was and still is, the distance that is hard to consider as achievable. However, I can see that others
have done it and know that if I persist, I can do it also. I will be slow, I will be in pain. But I know that
whatever I put into it, Jim and his amazing team will match and more, to keep me moving forward.
Another huge thanks to the team and to the other participants. Much respect to you all.
I have filled in the application form to attend next year and will be walk / jogging in the back crew to
see if I can nudge a little further this time. See you there!

Louise Harrison
14/06/2019

